RT 10 WEST PO BOX 638 CLINTON IL. PHONE 217-935-2384
FAX 217-935-4611

AFM -0112 86-93 N.A. Hi-Volume Power Pipe® for Pro-m 77-83
shorty meters
This product is for off road use only
INSTRUCTION
Thank you for purchasing an AFM product. If you have any question please call 217-9352384.
1. Remove the air cleaner, mass air, inlet rubber hose to throttle body and the plastic inner
fenderwell on the passenger side.
2. Locate the existing 3 1/2” round hole on the passenger side apron. This is where your
AFM Power Pipe® is going to enter the fenderwell. You will need to enlarge this hole to
approximately 4 1/2”. ( The best procedure is)
A. Place an open end of your AFM Power Pipe® centered over the hole and draw a tight
line around it with a magic marker.
B. Using a hand grinder or Dremal type tool in a circular motion, grind out hole until the
line you drew is gone.
3. Slip the 90 degree end of the Power Pipe® into the hole from the engine compartment.
4. Put the rubber elbow with clamps onto the end of the Power Pipe® that is close to the
engine and fit it up to the throttle body and clamp down loosely.
5. Install the hump hose on the end of the Power Pipe® in the fenderwell
6. Slide your mass air into the hump hose and let it rest on the plastic inner fenderwell and
tighten all clamps.
7. Plug in your mass air wiring harness. If additional length is needed cut wire and add the
additional length you need.
To increase the air flow through your new AFM Power Pipe® , we strongly suggest the use
of one of our AFM Power Stack air cleaner which flows 10-20% more than conventional
conical air cleaners. For pricing and availability, please call our order line at 1-800-2343106.

